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A Smart Shopping System for Visually Impaired
V. Lobo, R.Prabhu, Polu Bal Kumar Reddy
Abstract— Recently researches and many developments were
going in the field of automation and embedded systems to develop
and reduce the work of the manpower in industry as well as in
public domain areas like Railway station (automatic ticket
collection), Metro bus (online reservation), Flight (Auto Pilot
mode) etc. To develop more Automation in and to help the blind
people, old age and handicapped person we proposed a technique
named as automatic trolley carrier navigation and the billing
system. This method can be implemented in all shopping malls,
big clothing shop, house hold appliances shops etc. It avoids the
people to stand in a big queue and automatic billing can be done.
Moreover it helps blind people, old age people, Handicapped
Persons in the shopping malls make them to purchase in
shopping malls by informing about the location of the product,
quantity, price and automatic billing etc. The arrangement of the
trolley consists of the robotic structure and servo motor which
makes the trolley tonavigate and tell way of location of the
product availability and price based on the user input. Theuser
gives the command through the Bluetooth. Then the keypad
passes the customer product information to the Micro-controller
then the trolley moves automatically. The use of RFID reader is
to scan theEPIC tag ID of allproducts to Identifythe name, price,
Quantity of the products. Depending on the RF signal from
the RFID -reader, it passes the information to the micro controller and from that it identify the product and display the
name , Quantity , price of the each product in the LCD
display. The ultrasonic sensor is used to detect the any obstacles
as well as the object.
Key words: RFID, Ultra sonic sensor, DC servo motor and
Bluetooth.

I. INTRODUCTION
Shopping mall people can find all different varieties of
dresses, House hold items, different varieties of foods,
vegetables and electrical appliances. Many persons like
working woman, men every one will show more interest in
shopping. for blind persons, handicapped persons,old age
shopping is the difficult task for them inside the shopping
malls. Because they don’t know the location of the product,
whether it is available or not, current offers, they feel tired
to stand in a queue for billing. So, they want others Persons
to find the location, to navigate way inside the shopping
mall, billings. Due to increase in population in people
requirements also increased and in our modern world
government is also suggesting for smart city development.
And Now day’s as small shopping mallsalso increased and
present in every location to cater the needs of the people.In
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shopping mall for every day the price of the product like
rice, fruit, vegetables, house hold thing etc changes from
day to day so continuous updating is required in Automatic
billing system to improve the customer satisfaction and
provides good shopping experience to all customers.
sometimes customers may face issue in the shopping mall
due to non-availability of product information, price,
quantity in that situation it takes more time to solve the
problem in the bill counter to overcome all these problems
stated above in shopping mall.we have Proposed a new
method named as automatic trolley carrier navigation and
the billing system. It solves all the issues faced by the
customer
This can be done by creating a common cloud-based
environment all the product details location, price, quantity
will be stored in the cloud database and in the Trolley, it is
connected with the server inside the shopping mall. Trolley
consist of simply a RFID reader, Micro-controller,
transmitting antenna and a LCD display.This automatic
trolley helps the Handicapped, blind persons and normal
persons at the time of shopping. In this system customer can
hold a Bluetooth head set to query about the product and this
query information is passed to the micro-controller and then
it gives the brief information about product price and name
etc.
In this proposed method the customer take the ‘N’
number of different product and place inside the trolley
means it automatically identify the price and it displays the
product details such as name, price, quantity and total price
value.The proposed system is effectively designed by
considering above aspects of mind. In this method we
preferred ATMEGA 8 microcontroller to perform the smart
operation in automatic shopping
II. EXISTING SYSTEM
Originally the architecture to build aautomatic
itemidentification in network commenced at the former
Auto-ID Center, now the Auto-ID Labswith the process
ofstandardization issues currently managed by EPCglobal
Inc.The Auto-ID Centre mottois to create a smart automatic
intelligent Environment systemwhich automatically identify
the price, specification and all details of the product. It
creates an Electronic virtual reality visionto blind and
handicapped Person for smart shopping. The creation of the
smart automaticintelligent environment infrastructure
identifies the demandes to identify objects automatically
anduniquelyubiquitous computing system leveraging the
internet for global connectivity. In existing method, they
use bar code readers and bar code scanners to identify the
product once if the bar code is not clear it cannot identify
the product. In day to day products also increasing from
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different vendors so its difficult to create a unique id for
each product using barcode.The components forming the
intelligent infrastructure arecommonly referred to as an EPC
identification Network where the term EPC (Electronic
Product Code) is a result of the unique object identification
system.
By using the EPC unique ID present in RFID tag will
provides automatic Identification of Physical Quantities and
it intimates to blind persons through the voice message and
it will display the name, price, specification of the product
in LCD Display. Here we are using a WISP RFID reader it
is a battery free platform for sensing and computation, it has
16-bit flash microcontroller, wireless power supply, low
power UHF communication RFID reader. We
have
implemented UHF-RFID powered and red-light sensor,
temperature sensor, accelerometer, and strain gauge.
III. BLOCK-DIAGRAM

Depending on the product information signal from the
Product ID -reader, the controller displays the price of each
product in the LCD display. The proposed system has the
feature of automatic billing when a customer carries a
trolley full of items through RFID antennas. The WISP
RFID reader antenna will scan the multiple UHF – RFID
tag’s and from the tag it get the unique EPC code, with that
code it will identify the product price and generates the bill
Automatically
V. WORKING PRINCIPLE
Here the RFID technology is mainly used. The RFID tag
is attached to the product and RFID reader is attached to the
trolley. RFID tag is used instead of barcode. It will be
directly read by the trolley. Then trolley is automatically
moved in customer requirements. DC power supply to
supply voltage to each block.
Customer said the product name through the Bluetooth
after the trolley moves automatically. Then the product price
and details are displayed by the LCD. And also the product
details are given through the voice playback module. Then
the ultrasonic sensor is used for obstacle detection. It helps
the blind to navigate inside the supermarket.
Here the battery is the power source for the entire block
or devices. The microcontroller acts as the central
processing unit. Here we have used the Atmel
microcontroller ATmega8 .The infrared sensor is used find
the path and the circuitry for finding the correct path is built
and interfaced with the microcontroller.
The Bluetooth module acts as the communication device
between the microcontroller ATmega8 and the user’s mobile
phone.
and closing of basket lid is done by a servo motor. When
the product is dropped into cart the product details will be
added to the bill.
Flow chart for receiver module

IV. PROPOSED METHOD:
Our proposed method introduces the trolley moves
automatically. The structure of the trolley consists of the
robotic structure.The proposed method has Ultrasonic
Sensors to find the length and distance of target product
materials. through the air medium using wireless sensor
technology. The DC servo motor is attached to the trolley,
which is used to move the robot to reach the exact location
of
the product in the shopping mall . The keypad is used to
select the products , when the user selects any products
through keypad it give the commands to the controller and
make the robotic trolley move on to the exact location.
The purpose of product code reader is a hand-held input
device used to capture and read information contained in the
product RFID-tag.
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At same time by pressing remove switch the basket lid
will be open so that the person can take back the product.
And the amount of the product will be deducted from the
bill. So that the person can decide whether to add or remove
the product.
Finally the shopkeeper can access every details of
purchase and also details of remaining products in the shop
using website. And finally billing can be done within the
cart itself.

faced in the existing method. In day to day life the product
cost also increases and decreases it makes the system
database to be updated frequently. The proposed method
finally created a practical electronic virtual reality vision to
the blind people in the shopping mall.
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location Tracking
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terminal port officers as a Direct services or as Extra
service. It simplifies the government Security regulations
and record maintains requirements.
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VII. RESULT
✔
The main aim was to design and build a prototype
and implementation of a shopping trolley for blind people.
The hardware and software were well integrated together.
✔
The hardware is able to detect the obstacles and
RFID reader reads the product details.
✔
Voice system is also enabled such that all the
details of the product can be heard through Bluetooth.
Billing system is also automated.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The proposedsmart automatic trolley carrier navigation
and billing system intent to help blind people handicapped ,
old age and normal customer in the billing process, product
cost, price and quantity identification ,Automatic tracking
using cloud based RF-ID technique performs efficient and
execellent in the shopping mall and reduces all the burdens
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